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The ultimate guide to using food as medicine from the Nutrition expert for the Today Present,
Joy Bauer.Nutritional therapeutic has gone mainstream and researchers at best universities are
publishing studies that show how the right foods can help prevent, manage, and sometimes
entirely reverse the defining outward indications of a wide range of medical issues. Each chapter
focuses on one of the many circumstances that drive visitors to seek Joy's professional help and
simulates an individual consultation. Readers leave with up-to-the-minute, scientifically
researched tips about particular foods to seek out and which ones to avoid, plus grocery lists,
meal plans, recipes, and health supplement suggestions presented in easy-to-follow 4-step
prescriptive plans. Be it undesirable pounds or high blood sugar levels, feeling swings or
digestive difficulty, the cure can be what you eat every day.Now Joy Bauer, a nutrition consultant
to celebrities from actors to gold-medal winning athletes, explains just what to eat to lessen high
cholesterol and blood pressure, improve skin tone, sharpen memory, sleep better, and take
charge of PMS, arthritis, and more.
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  That was unusual. Everyone should get this book!Just like the one she gave on drinking enough
water. There's another chapter on moods, with information which foods have a tendency to
promote despair and which tend to promote a general sense of well-being. Good ! But to convey
not to worry about just how much to drink, AND drink if thirsty is unlike advice from many many
other certified dietians. Thus, Food Treatments is not very useful in the event that you just want
to check out an individual food or group of foods, since you will need to skip from page to page
and can probably end up reading the same details in several different places. My suggestions us
to check other sources 1st.OR at the very least usually do not count this book as your main
source. It is a great addition to a collection, But not as an just source. I have read better sources.
Good basic book about healthy eating If you are just starting to think about food as a "drug" in
terms of how different foods make a difference your mood, health and overall well-being, then
this book is for you personally. Joy Bauer offers a good, basic overview of certain essential foods
and how they can keep you healthy or, should you have a particular health problem, how various
foods can either calm or exacerbate your condition.The format of the book is useful for the
reason that it suggests specific foods to seek out and to avoid for different health situations. She
also provides sample diets that are pretty good.Her tips was to sip drinking water regularly
during the day.For this reason "disease-oriented" format, however, the book does sometimes
seem repetitive, as the same food (spinach, for instance) is discussed in many different places
throughout the book. Her dishes are fairly great though. Food Cures! It really is awkward to hold
and quite heavy, despite the fact that it's paper bound. Filled with useful information. It really is
worth buying if you don't have plenty of other nourishment books in your individual library. If,
however, you already own a few books by people like Andrew Weil or Barry Sears, then I
recommend that you pass on this one. great great book This book helps folks of all kinds ages
etc. What a very good Book to read consult, at all amounts very useful, Graduates, students and
families, investing in a second as something special for family member, do it now guy ! She also
explains about diabetes and heart disease and the hazards of obesity. You can easily go through
and understand. For instance, there exists a chapter that discusses arthritis and delineates which
foods will probably help you control irritation. I first bought the reserve because my husband
and I both suffered severe leg cramps during the night on the same night.The good and the IFFY
Great: Her credentials are great. Therefore I thought it might be something missing in our diet.
food plans. So ever since then, I decided to be more cognizant of the foods I eat and pay extra
attention to my body. Great book.! Great Go To Book! When I found Joy Bauer about the Good
Morning America display, her information on healthy foods and our anatomies was so beneficial
to me. I suffer from time and energy to time with acid reflux and it was an extremely
discomforting experience for me. We had been low on potassium. So when she spoke
concerning this book, I simply thought maybe what Ms. Bauer provides about better foods can
reduce my acid reflux complications or educate me on other food stuffs which are better for my
own body. I am pleased I got this publication and I am still reading it.Definitely, this book was
worthy of every dollar! about the foods we consume and will be offering great tips. Did not have
the opportunity to read as yet but I glanced through the book and could not put it down. And if
Ms. Bauer can appear and feel good, I think I owe it to my body to look and feel the same
manner too!!! But it surely offers great info. Great gift to give.! Good reading. I believe it's just a
great go to for various kinds of foods that people ingest into our anatomies. Another issue that I
came across irritating may be the large size of the publication. Joy's book is very informative
regarding different diagnoses and conditions. Each chapter has info about the disease itself,
what to consume & what foods to avoid, buying lists for each chapter, recipes & Affirmed, she hit



the nail on the head. I give this publication 100 superstars!! I didn't know there have been that
many foods I should avoid to diminish my chances of getting migraines! I got the book because
I've migraines & there is a chapter about migraines! It is also an excellent reference publication
to have on hand also! Love this publication! That said, i was suprised at some of her facts. A very
good Book to learn consult, at all amounts very useful, Graduates, students and households . It
lists the nutrition you need, how much you need daily and what foods include them. Great Great
info packed with ideas Not what I expected Not what I expected Great resource for organic
living.Nevertheless, Food Remedies is a good reference guide written in easily understandable
language for the average reader. Five Stars good like joy's books Five Stars Very comprehensive
Five Stars Saw Joy on Television and immediately ordered her publication. It's packed full of
wonderful info and great recipes.
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